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Scotland, 1328: Conjuring with all of her will. Ana de Dannon summons the greatest champion of the ages,
Cuchulainn, the legendary Irish warrior. Only he could defeat Ana’s evil half-brother, Roderick, and free her
mother, Rhiannon, from Edinburgh Tower. In a perversely generous gesture – as he knows no man in the
land will face him – Roderick has offered to release any prisoner whose champion can defeat him in a
tournament. But the powerful man Ana conjures is not Cuchulainn, though the word Warrior is written on his
strange and colorful garment...and his face is hidden beneath a massive helmet. Ana has mistakenly called
forth Kenneth MacKinnon, quarterback for the Seattle Warriors, and the greatest champion of his age – the
year 2000. But he may be the hero she needs after all, when he learns to do battle for something greater than
his own glory – the love of a fair maiden.
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From reader reviews:

Johanna Hernandez:

The book The Quest make one feel enjoy for your spare time. You need to use to make your capable more
increase. Book can to become your best friend when you getting stress or having big problem together with
your subject. If you can make examining a book The Quest for being your habit, you can get a lot more
advantages, like add your capable, increase your knowledge about several or all subjects. It is possible to
know everything if you like start and read a e-book The Quest. Kinds of book are several. It means that,
science guide or encyclopedia or other people. So , how do you think about this publication?

Betty Young:

Information is provisions for people to get better life, information these days can get by anyone with
everywhere. The information can be a know-how or any news even an issue. What people must be consider
if those information which is from the former life are challenging be find than now could be taking seriously
which one would work to believe or which one typically the resource are convinced. If you find the unstable
resource then you get it as your main information we will see huge disadvantage for you. All those
possibilities will not happen throughout you if you take The Quest as the daily resource information.

Cynthia Miller:

People live in this new moment of lifestyle always attempt to and must have the spare time or they will get
lot of stress from both everyday life and work. So , whenever we ask do people have spare time, we will say
absolutely of course. People is human not really a huge robot. Then we inquire again, what kind of activity
do you possess when the spare time coming to you of course your answer will unlimited right. Then do you
ever try this one, reading ebooks. It can be your alternative throughout spending your spare time, typically
the book you have read is usually The Quest.

Mary Hubbard:

Do you have something that that suits you such as book? The book lovers usually prefer to pick book like
comic, brief story and the biggest an example may be novel. Now, why not seeking The Quest that give your
pleasure preference will be satisfied by reading this book. Reading habit all over the world can be said as the
means for people to know world much better then how they react when it comes to the world. It can't be
explained constantly that reading practice only for the geeky man but for all of you who wants to end up
being success person. So , for all of you who want to start reading as your good habit, you are able to pick
The Quest become your starter.
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